OLD Reunion Hall Table for:
LORSTA Nomaike
On 10/24/06 Tim Purcell said:
I remember the weapons carrier going over the hill for a couple of rolls lots of dirty underwear that night. nobody hurt
but gave us a good reason,like we needed another one to get wasted I still have the Zippo we all got back then,on the
back it said 'Site special sevices APO 929 Japan' on the front it said' NOMAIKE on the top front and below that was a
decorated SKULL with motto 'The eyes & ears of the orient'.Dated 1958. Still brings back some good memories. What a
trip, WOW
On 10/22/06 Tim Purcell said:
I was stationed aat Nomaike from May of 58 to 59. was fun . hung around w/ a guy named smitty .I think CO was
Lonsdale Had a good repoire w/AF guys .They had a bad ass Sgt. When he was drinkin. There were two Smitties one a
seaman and the other an E.T. first great guy fair and not looking to bust balls.
On 01/24/05 John McCulloch said:
My first LORSTA as an ET3 in 1961. Great place but have forgotten most folks names. Remember that winding road down
to the town!
On 01/25/03 Paul O. Nowaczek said:
ET3 in 1963 - Is the croaker still in Japan?
On 06/13/00 Ron Anderson said:
Served from 04/64-04/65 Sorry I took so long in signing in. Still can't forget Nomaike Still have my Nomaike Mug,
momuski and stick with special lady portrait on it anybody out there remember? I too remember The Medori Tea House
in Kasada, and my home in Kawanobi. Three beer Japan. They knocked off the engine room watch and trained the Loran
watch how to start the standby generators. Also lost company on the mid-watch. We did find away to use the micowave
to make calls home to the nearest military base with tolls from there. Time difference made it a little odd calling back to
the states.
On 02/20/00 Dave Martin said:
On Nomaike in 55 you can sure tell there aren't many old timers around anymore with only 5 hits on this site. Remember
the supply runs to the railhead, lets put it this way remember going but the trip back was rather vague. Was a FN and had
to sleep in the trailers between the generators. Remember trading white pants to the air force guys for khakies come to
think of it could go on for a while with the good memories. HOPE somebody else comes along with some memories of
NOMAIKE.
On 04/28/97 Cdr. Peter D. Corson said:
I helped to build Lorsta Nomaike when it was called ELMO5
On 03/12/97 Ronald Boden said:
Stationed at Nomaike (Kyushu, Japan) for a year in 1962 as ET3. I remember a few names.
On 01/10/97 Gene Mellott said:
Stationed at LORSTA Nomaike from July 64 to Jan 65. Spent 6 months at LORSTA Matsumae turning over the station to

the Japanese. Made ETC in December of that year while on station.
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